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Project: Branding and website design
A new 'games for learning' initiative a growing sector for educators, researchers,
developers and investors - gets a visual brand
identity and online presence.
Background
Gamesandlearning.org is a news-oriented initiative intended to elevate the games and learning sector for Joan

▲ f inal logo design
('8- bit revolution'

concept )

Ganz Cooney Center, a research division of Sesame Workshop). The site is the go-t0 source for scientific and market
research, and analysis of the growing interest of educators,
developers and investors in games for learning.
Challenge
We began by developing a Creative Brief along with a visual
Brand Brief in order to provide shared understanding and
focus to the logo and website initiatives. This helped us
gain a thorough understanding of:
•

The web user audience: game designers, investors,

▲ p reliminary (unused) logo
('fun discovery ' concept)

researchers, and educators
•

This new brand’s attributes: innovative, authoritative,
experimental

•

The competitive landscape: other organizations in the
sector

•

Business objectives: "to elevate and be the essential
source on the games and learning sector"

Solution
As we began the logo design process, we explored concepts
such as fun discovery, 8-bit revolution, and a HUD control
panel. After rounds of revisions, a final "8-bit Revolution"
concept was chosen.

▲ brand

Next, beginning the web design process, we started with
“style tiles” - a design deliverable consisting of fonts, colors
and interface elements that communicate the essence of a
visual brand for the web. They helped us form a common
visual language between us, the designers, and the stake
(con't)

brief

design

Search

Through coverage of the market, research and up-to-date analysis, Games and Learning reports on the
opportunities and challenges facing those seeking to unlock the educational power of games. For an
introduction to the games and learning sector click here. more >>
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Jul 8, 2013

Common education standards are essential for producing the
educated work force America needs to remain globally competitive.
This voluntary state-lead effort will help ensure that all students can
receive the college-ready and career-ready, world-class education
they deserve, no matterwhere they live.

CLASSROOM USE, LEARNING RESEARCH

Research Shows Games Have
Significant Impact on Student
Performance
A new analysis has boiled down what can (and can’t) be said about the
impact on games on student performance. 12% — improvement on
specific knowledge questions for students who had games as part of
their education versus those who did not. “Given the extensive reach
and saturation of game playing in modern youth culture. more >>

— Craig Barrett, Former CEO and Chairman of the Board, Intel Corporation
Commentary

April 1, 2013

We Need to Get Smarter in How We Discuss
Technology
By Author Name and Author Name

Björn Jeffery, CEO and Co-Founder of Toca Boca,
writes, “All screens are not equal. Putting all of them
in the same category is dishonest and simplistic
explaborera quid quo ommolup taspellecat eveli. more

Update
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STEM Video Game Challenge Deadline Extended
By Author Name

Citing a record number of submissions, the sponsors
of the National STEM Video Game Challenge
announced this week they were extending the
deadline for students to submit their games. quid
quo ommolup taspellecat eveliquam aceprant etur
reicilique ratam, velluptatur he sponsors of the
National STEM Video Game Challenge announced this
week they were extending the deadline for students to
submit their games. more >>
Research
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What is it?

via Triple Helix Online Jul 9, 2013

Common Core is the name of a set of standards
developed by state education officials and adopted by

All good games are gameful learning
tools, whether or not they have an
educational label on them. More
importantly, this means all gamers
are learners.
via Triple Helix Online Jul 9, 2013

MIT makes educational engine
open source
All good games are gameful learning
tools, whether or not they have an
educational label on them. More
importantly, this means all gamers
are learners.

Current Reading Apps Focus on Very Basic Skills
By Author Name

Citing a record number of submissions, the sponsors of the National STEM Video
Game Challenge announced this week they were extending the deadline for students
to submit their games. quid quo ommolup taspellecat eveliquam aceprant etur
reicilique ratam, velluptatur ellecat eveliquam aceprant etuelleca. more >>
Case Study
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The standards are posted on

attempt to create a single set of educational goals for

the Common Core website

students from kindergarten to high school graduation

and are divided between

and aimed to prepare students to succeed in college or in

Math and English Language

early careers.

Arts (ELA). The ELA standards

standards. These criteria included:

Being aligned with college and work
expectations;

EVENTS

documents that outline how the standards affect
those who are not native English speakers and those
students with disabilities.

Quis Adipiscing Dolor Sit
Gmutte

Including rigorous content and
application of knowledge through
high-order skills;

Ga. Eribus dolorum sit, totas etur aut
peribus plitem resendi gnietur. tas
etur aut peribus plitem resendi gn.
Lorum Ipsum dolot tnaipp link.

Building upon strengths and lessons of current state standards;

April 1, 2013

Quis Adipiscing Dolor Sit
Gmutte

Being informed by top-performing countries, so that all students are
prepared to succeed in our global economy and society; and,

Lorum Ipsum dolot tnaipp link.

Citing a record number of submissions, the sponsors
of the National STEM Video Game Challenge
announced this week they were extending the
deadline for students to submit their games
velluptatur ellecat eveliquam aceprant etuellecat
eveliquam. more >>

Ensuring that the standards are evidence and/or research-based.
TWEETS
There is a lot of confusion – and a fair amount of
misinformation – about whether Common Core reflects a
national curriculum that is being forced on all students.

Research

▲ gamesandlearning . org

skills and knowledge students should possess at each

Current Reading Apps Focus on Very Basic Skills

grade level between kindergarten and their senior year

AboutName
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VIDEO: ABOUT COMMON CORE

Simply put, it is not a curriculum, but rather a list of
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>>

including literature, history,
social studies and science. You can also find separate

via Triple Helix Online Jul 9, 2013

By Author Name and Author Name
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include a variety of sub-fields

The group developed a set of criteria to draft the

Ga. Eribus dolorum sit, totas etur aut
peribus plitem resendi gnietur. tas
etur aut peribus plitem resendi gn.

Velluptatur Ellecat Eveliquam Aceprant
Etuellecat Stowpppth

WHERE TO FIND THE STANDARDS

nearly every state in the union. The standards were an

Sept 1, 2013
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Share this
section

Many researchers are discovering
that video games provide ideal
environments for learners, and
provide methods for both academic
and cultural exchange.

In defense of games as
educational tools

>>

April 1, 2013

NEWS FEED
A Level Up: Video Games as
Educational Resources
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Partner Logo

of high school. Specific curriculum and most content

Partner Logo

decisions still reside at the state and local level.

Contact Us

Although the federal Department of Education endorses

Copyright 2013 • Cras tempor erat vel orci rhoncus auctor. Sed interdum interdum tellus, non volutpat purus facilisis vitae. Cras tempor erat vel orci rhoncus auctor. Sed interdum interdum tellus.

the standards and has encouraged their adoption
through grants, the standards were developed by a group
of governors and state education leaders. The group says
it listened to a wide variety of feedback from parents,

holders (client team, developer, and editorial direc-

teachers and administrators, but the standards have

▲ 'expl ainer'

page mini - site

faced criticism from some that key groups — like advocates for students with disabilities and the
youngest students — did not have enough say in the standards. Although the Obama administration

tor) and provided a catalyst for discussions around

has made preparing students for college or careers a goal of education policy, failure to implement
Common Core should not affect federal funds flowing to school. That said, not adopting the
standards could limit the new money made available to improve the college-ready curriculum.

the preferences and goals of the client.
Games and Learning Style Tile Opt 1, V1
Sample Buttons

Once a look & feel was agreed upon, we applied

ABOUT

this concept to the front-end page designs and
icons used on the website to differentiate each con-
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>>
and
simplistic.” more
education and that implementation, done right, must be
Update
comprehensive.
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Chester Finn, President of the Thomas Fordham Institute
Quis— Adipiscing
April 1, 2013
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Unique pages highlight “specialty” content –
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Lorum Ipsum media linkMay 10,
Left Behind system allowed states to largely set their own standards and so there were different
2013

- essentially a mini-site within the larger site

yardsticks operating in the country. A student knowing the same material could be found to be

Brand Attributes

acceptable in one state and behind in another.

authoritative
short) sought to move away from the
test-based No Child
elegant
The Common Core State Standards (often called CCSS for

(http://www.gamesandlearning.org/2014/01/12/

and another page (http://www.gamesandlearning.org/2014/06/09/teachers-on-using-gamesin-class/#.U53qcvZyK7w.twitter) illustrating the
results of a teacher survey on using games in the
classroom. (con't)

not too serious
clean

current
professional

Left Behind and toward a single set of goals where the
way to teach those skills and that knowledge were left to

deciphering-common-core/ ) devoted to the topic
of deciphering Common Core state standards,

Citing a record number of submissions, the sponsors of the National
STEM Video Game Challenge announced this week they were
games. more >>

Even with the passage of No Child Left Behind in 2001, education standards – that is what students
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teachers and administrators and only the end goals were
assessed.
Importantly for those considering building content or
tools for the Common Core classroom, the writers of the
standard saw a single nationwide set of goals as enabling

▲ st yle

a series of important collaborations across many states.

tiles

These, according to the Common Core website, include:

The development of textbooks, digital media, and other teaching
materials aligned to the standards;
The development and implementation of common comprehensive
assessment systems to measure student performance annually that will
replace existing state testing systems
Changes needed to help support educators and schools in teaching to the
new standards.
The hope is with Common Core in place those creating tools can feel assured that if their product
helps a child learn a specific skill or piece of knowledge, it can be marketed to schools in 45 states
and the District of Columbia.
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Results
We worked collaboratively with an editorial and
development team over a period of 8 months on
the website design.
A Brand Standards manual was delivered to the
client with logo files, specifications and other
graphics so that they can keep the look and feel of
the identity consistent. Specific directions regarding the logo, typography, and color palette were included. Accurate implementation of the standards

▲ sample

site infographics

helps build a strong image for Games and Learning
so that members of the community will have an
easier time recognizing their good work and builds
brand loyalty.
The result is a design site that is fresh,
professional, fun and authoritative – yet not too
academic-looking. For a content-driven, news-

▲ section

category icons

based site, the responsive design is especially easy
to use and navigate on tablets & mobile devices. 
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